
CARNYORTH MOOR, (Carn Kenidjack) ST JUST 

ACCIDENTS AND INTIMIDATION RESULTING FROM THE HEATH PROJECT 

 

13th May 2009 

Although the longhorn cattle have only been out on Carnyorth Moor for a few days, complaints have 

already been sent to us. Here are some of them.  

“One horse rider, with her children on a leading rein, couldn‟t negotiate the gates or the cattle 

so had to abandon their ride on the moor.”  

“I encountered the cattle face to face last night while out with my dog and they were very skitty 

and nervous.”  

“Am totally horrified at the picture. That WAS one of of my favourite walks.”  

“It is an outrage that this is happening to our Stone Circle.”  

 “Very briefly, at about 1130 hrs on Sunday last (10th May) with a friend we were not prepared 

to dismount and open the gate nearest the pond nor the one above it due to cattle congregating 

very close to the gates on the moor side. We had to take an alternative route involving road 

work and were unable to access the moor at the top of Devil's Lane due to the non-availability 

of anything to re-mount from (my horse is 17.2hh). In any event I would not have been able to 

exit the moor at the appropriate gates due to the cattle still congregating there. I have no issue 

with cattle in general but I would not have wanted to put my horse in such close proximity to 

these beasts due to the potential for serious injury to the horse from those huge horns, in the 

event of something going not according to plan !!!” 

20th June 2009 

Natural England claims that work done under the HEATH Project will “make access on the moor 

easier” through a combination of burning, cutting and grazing- the latter requiring an abundance of 

new barbed wire fencing and new gates to prevent the long horn cattle from straying.  

But this is the reality as experienced by local users of the moor.  

A daily dog walker on Carnyorth Moor has reported that the moor is very quiet at the present 

time: “I have walked everyday this past week and have seen very few people or riders ….. it 

would seem that people are staying away and this must be because of the cattle. Also some 

damage to the signs – the one on the gate by Hailglower Farm has disappeared completely and 

the one up on the gate facing the North Road has been defaced and the words „dogs must be 



kept under close control or on a lead‟ have been cut out. People are very frustrated and this is 

probably their only way of showing it. It feels that Carnyorth is just a disaster waiting to 

happen – walkers, tourists, dogs, horses, cyclist, runners all operating within a fairly small area 

and then you put cattle into the equation!”  

“Already, I have noticed that far less riders, and far less walkers are using the moor, deterred 

by the cattle and by the fences and gates. Recently I tried to get my old horse through the gate 

by Warren's Pond. It swung back so fast that it frightened him (and he normally lets nothing 

bother him). Now he won't go near it, and so my right to use the moor is denied. On this section 

of moor we actually have new, alien and unsightly fences installed across open moorland, not 

just lining existing hedges.”  

“In May, a rider was forced to take a long detour because he could not get his tall horse through 

the long-horned cattle which had grouped around the bridle gate and refused to move. He was 

unwilling to push through because of the high risk of injury to his horse from the long, sharp 

horns of the cattle. Another rider's horse was so frightened by the rapid return swing of the gate 

that his horse will not now go near the gate. Another gate, recently installed at the top of 

Devil's Lane, is not a bridle gate and is too heavy and dangerous.”  

“…. a newly installed bridle gate near Trewellard Hill, whose deplorable condition was 

reported to Natural England 5 weeks previously, caused severe injuries to a valuable horse 

from its sharp and projecting catch. The rider was thrown and suffered severe bruising, while 

the horse is expected to be out of action for several months. Neither this gate, nor several 

others, have been provided with mounting blocks. Until this year, with this project 

steamrollered through by Natural England, all these routes were totally open, as they had been 

throughout history. The deterrent effect of the fences, gates, cattle and lack of mounting blocks 

is already noticeable, with far fewer riders and walkers currently using the moor they have 

enjoyed for decades.”  

An accident occurred last Saturday (20th June) on Carnyorth Moor when a horse rider with two 

accompanying children rode a route on the moor for the first time since new gates were installed. The 

lead rider‟s horse, used to being on the moors and negotiating gates, caught his foreleg on a loose gate 

catch: the sharp metal ripped into the horse‟s foreleg; the horse reared up and the rider was thrown to 

the ground. A substantial vet‟s bill is likely to be forthcoming and the rider was severely bruised. The 

incident has been reported to Natural England and the National Farmers Union.  

The defective gate catch was reported to Natural England on 17th May after a survey of the moors two 

days previously by a member of the local British Horse Society; it was also noted that the “strong 

gravity return” would make this gate potentially dangerous for use on or off a horse. Despite this, the 



typical lethargic non-action by the agencies concerned, who claim to listen to public concerns, must be 

regarded as totally unacceptable and is to be deplored. It is high time the grazing is abandoned and 

new stock proofing removed so that the public may once again enjoy safe unimpeded access. 

 

 

17th JULY 2009 

BRIDLE GATES ON CARNYORTH STILL A PROBLEM: After many months of discussion, a 

regular rider on Carnyorth Moor has contacted Natural England regarding serious problems still 

remaining with bridle gates, and suggests that until such work is carried out and completed this might 

be an opportunity for NE to show a gesture of goodwill to the public: that the cattle be taken off the 

moor; the signs removed and the gates tied back in a fully open position until such time that 

completion of the remedial work has been achieved.  

29th July 2009 

NEAR ACCIDENT ON CARNYORTH CATTLE GRID: On Monday 27th July a local couple 

took their 18-month-old pedigree cocker spaniel for a walk with the intention of going onto Carnyorth 

Moor where they had not been for many months: they turned off the road at Trewellard Hill and started 

to walk along the wide track (St Just public footpath 143). The dog was off the lead a few yards ahead 

– this area is not part of the moors being grazed by cattle − when it ran onto the recently installed cattle 

grid spanning the right of way and caught its legs in the metal mesh. Very fortunately the dog suffered 

no broken bones or other injury but could so easily have done so.  

There are no signs warning of this cattle grid that could also cause serious damage to a horse if the 

rider was unaware of this new obstruction, especially in the foggy conditions that frequently affect the 

area. Perhaps Natural England should have arranged for warning signs months ago. Yet another 

potentially dangerous omission.  



 

15th August 2009 

MISLEADING AND INTIMIDATING SIGNS: It is an offence to erect a misleading or intimidating 

sign on or adjacent to a public right of way (PROW) that can deter people from exercising their legal 

right to use a PROW. Unauthorised signs can be removed by the Council under Section 132 of the 

Highways Act 1980.  

 

While the signs put up around Carnyorth Moor may be legal while cattle are grazing the moor, 

although clearly intimidating to many people, but why should they remain in place when cattle are 

clearly spending much of their time in back-up fields. And will these signs be removed once cattle are 

taken off the moor during the winter months?  

12th September 2009 

ENCOUNTER WITH LONGHORNS: On Wednesday 9th September I went for a walk with my 

partner and her dog on Carnyorth Moor which is looking particularly beautiful at the moment. While 

we were walking a public footpath (St Just 139) we could see the group of longhorns in the distance by 

the path, as we got closer we shouted to try and get them to move - they refused. After some 15 

minutes of hanging around, we decided it would be too risky to walk past them, especially with a dog 

in tow, so we back-tracked to the road and then had to walk down Trewellard Hill. for about half a 

mile before regaining the moors by the cattle grid at Hectors House. We were extremely angry - to put 

it mildly. 

It is disgraceful that these selfish and arrogant officials sat in their offices - how often do they ever 

walk or ride these moors? - dictate to locals how the moors should be 'managed' and spoil what little 

open access land we have to enjoy in peace. The ill-feeling they are creating will explode one day. 



7th October 2009 

YET A THIRD EQUESTRIAN ACCIDENT ON CARNYORTH MOOR: On Sunday 4th October 

there was yet a third potentially nasty accident involving a horse rider on Carnyorth Moor. A lady rider 

was cornered by longhorn cattle against a gate and thrown off her horse, suffering a sprained neck.  

Following this incident an email was sent by Craig Weatherhill to Vaughan Robbins of Natural 

England pointing out that they had previously assured Save Penwith Moors that any concerns arising 

from the new gates and fences would be dealt with immediately. The previous incident, which caused 

severe injury (not alleged as NE has previously stated) to a valuable horse, was caused by a poorly 

installed gate (not vandalised as NE also alleged), the state of which had been reported five weeks 

previously. The Heathlands Forum had also been informed that there were problems with the gravity 

returns on all the gates, and it had also been reported that, where mounting blocks had been placed, 

they were on the wrong side of the path (a horse is mounted from the left side). That was three months 

ago and nothing has been done.  

Again it was reported that the large gate at the top of Devil's Lane was not only too large and heavy for 

riders to negotiate, but that its opening side was right next to a projecting wooden stile that created an 

immediate danger to horses. That was four months ago. Nothing has been done.  

To have three accidents directly linked to formerly reported hazards is not just tragic, but is an 

avoidable consequence of poor installation and/or selection of materials from an organisation 

supposedly having such wide experience, and a failure to accept responsibility for that same 

installation or take any note of SPM at the Forum. This makes Natural England – not the farmer − 

culpable as the moorland 'hardware' handover to the farmer should, we consider, have included a risk 

assessment.  

It was also proved to the Forum that the intimidatory signs, erected by NE and bearing its name, were 

unlawful under the terms of the CRoW Act 2000, and yet they are still in place. Their effect has been 

readily apparent this summer, with walkers reduced to a quarter of their usual number; riders to around 

one tenth.  

Enough is enough. After several months, the longhorn cattle have not touched the bracken but simply 

concentrated on grasses growing next to paths, gates and within the stone circle. That is, when they 

venture out of their fields at all. The two proposed water troughs have never been installed. The 

scheme has utterly failed. Admit that this project was ill-conceived. For heaven's sake, admit that this 

project was ill-conceived. End it, remove the alien fences, gates and cattle grids and take note of the 

proposals that Save Penwith Moors have put to you.  


